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0.04 He was born in Vilnus, March 24,1923. History of family who were Lubovitch 
 Chasidim. He studied in cheder. 
 
0.18 Describes cheder. 
 
0.26 Father had large paper wholesale business. Describes family life. 
 
0.35 Went to Jewish elementary and high school. Describes schools and childhood 
 struggles. 
 
0.45 Youth movements in school. 
 
1.05 Describes chabad synagogue, bar mitzvah and religious holidays. 
 
1.23 Describes high school where they spoke Polish. 
 
1.31 Summer vacations. 
 
1.35 Life in scout camp. Aba Kovner was one of the leaders. 
 
1.48 Sept. 1939, outbreak of war. What they knew about the fate of German Jews. 
 
2.03 1939, at the beginning of the war, students were digging ditches. Poland was  
 conquered and Russians came to Vilnius. 
 
2.07 Life under the Russians. 
 
2.11 After 45-50 days Russians turned Vilnius over to the Lithuanian army. Describes 
 pogrom by Poles. 
 
2.18 Describes entry of Lithuanian army. Vilnius became capital and life returned to 
 normal. Russians organized plunder before they left.   
 
2.23 Arrival of refugees from Poland and Germany. Bund leaders arrived.  
2.33 Help of the Jewish community to the refugees. 
 
2.36 Fate of the Poles under Lithuania. Fate of his family. 
 
2.40 Summer of 1940. Russians came in again and nationalized businesses, also his 
father's. 
 
2.45 He went to a Polish technical high school. 
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2.50 The bourgois was sent to Russia, including his cousin's family. Describes 
deportation. 
 
II 
3.03 Describes transport to Siberia. 
 
3.06 Describes the Russian period 1940-41. School life. 
 
3.09 Typhoid epidemic in Vilnius. 
 
3.12 They were surprised when war broke out. Describes bombardments. The Russian 
army withdrew and the Germans entered. Anit Jewish orders. 
 
3.21 He is caught by Germans and taken to work unit to unload trains. 
 
3.26 Describes Jewish men caught for work but were killed in Ponar. 
 
3.28 People tried to find work for safety. Father worked as cleaning man for the 
Gestapo. 
 
3.34 Talks about Jews who worked for the Gestapo. 
 
3.45 7 Sept. POreparations for going to the ghetto. Thousands who lived in the area 
before were taken to Ponar. People didn't believe the stories of those who had escaped 
Ponar. 
 
4.01 Describes moving to the ghetto I and settling in. 
 
4.13 He knew about Ponar and that ghetto II would be liquidated and inhabitants killed 
in Ponar. 
 
4.18 Describes the atmosphere in the ghetto, the Judenrat and the Jewish police. 
 
4.19 1941 Yom Kippur. The order to go to the ghetto gate for selection. 
 
4.27 Sadism of Lithuanian fascists. Parents sent him and his older sister to escape from 
the ghetto with neighbors to a small village near Minsk. 
 
4.43 He worked in a German car repair shop. Passed as a non-Jew until March 1942. 
 
4.51 Learned about the murder of Jews in other villages. March 7 the village was 
surrounded by Germans, Lithuanians, Ukranians and Jews were taken to work camps. 
Describes burning oif all the Jews in a house. He hid out. 
 
5.09 He worked in a repair shop as a non-Jew. 
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5.15 Describes Russian POW camp who worked on road repairs and then their 
slaughter by the Germans. 
 
5.23 Talks about partisans in the forest. They were reluctant to absorb Jews. 
 
5.31 Attitudes towards escaping to the forest. Those who remained behind were 
punished. Jewish community was strongly against escape. 
 
5.41 He returns to the Vilnius ghetto at his mother's request. In the fall of '42 
everybody in the village ghetto was killed. 
 
III 
6.07 Describes the Vilnius ghetto upon his return. He tells about the slaughter of the 
village ghetto to historian Krug. 
 
6.14 Family did relatively well. Father worked outside the ghetto and smuggled in 
food. 
 
6.28 Social life in the ghetto. 
 
6.32 Talks about eh Judenrat. 
 
6.38 Describes his special work place. 
 
6.55 Plans to join the partisans. How to get money and weapons. How to contact 
partisans. 
 
7.36 Thought and expectations about the future in '42 '43. 
 
7.40 Jewish police from Vilnius were sent to do selection in the villages. 
 
7.44 Talks about the Glassman case. 
 
7.50 The killing of thousands of Jews from the villages in Ponar. 
 
7.56 The Wittenberg case. 
 
8.07 He makes contact with the underground. 
 
8.14 Describes work camp outside the ghetto. 
 
8.22 The 'Estonian' action. 
 
8.25 Rumors that underground group was caught and killed. 
 
8.30 Rumors about contact between partisans and underground. 
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8.38 Attempt of resistance in ghetto when Germans wanted to send 3000 workers to 
Estonia. 
 
8.48 Describes joining the underground. The first action of resistance. 
 
IV 
9.05 Describes meeting of ghetto underground. 
 
9.11 Chaim Soltz organized group to go to the foirest. Aba Kovner explains why they 
didn't fight back when Germans transported people to Estonia. 
 
9.16 Reaction of his family to his plan to go to the forest. 
 
9.19 Ahaenboims group planned to go to the forest, other groups planned to stay and 
resist. 
 
9.26 The importance of money in getting out to the forest. 
 
9.36 Describes going to the forest with group of 20. 
 
9.56 Arrival in forest, looking for partisans. Batia is the head of the partisan group in 
the Rudniki woods. Meeting partisans. 
 
No minutes on tape from here on: 
 
- Getting supplies from villages. 
 
-         Arrival at partisan center. Batia's arrival. 
 
     3 groups in the forest: 1/ Batia's group; 2/Red army group; 3/ Lithuanian partisan 
group. 
 
 First days with the partisans. 
 
 Lithuanian parachutist group Glasman's group. 
 
 Life in the forest. 
 
 Arrival of more groups from the ghetto. 
 
 Nate Kring organized his group of 80. 
 
 His first job with demolition group. 
 
 He joins another group after fight with Kring. 
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 Training in shooting. 
 
 Arrival of Aba Kovner group. 
 
 Joins group of Alyoshka from Siberia. Describes various actions he participated 
in. 
 
 News about the fall of the ghetto. Thoughts and feelings. 
 
 Life as a partisan. 
 
 Describes Rudnikk forest and organization of groups in the forest. 700-800 
people. 
 
 Gettomg supplies from the villages. 
 
V 
12.07 Getting weapons and supplies from the villages. 
 
12.22 Housing of partisans. 
 
12.26 Actions, blowing up bridges. 
 
12.36 His unit of 100 builds a new base. 
 
12.52 Describes the action of Nov. '43 stopping supply trains. 
 
12.58 Ukranian collaborators who later joined the partisans. 
 
13.22 His feelings about the Ukranian group. 
 
13.33 Winter '43  '44. Russians parachute weapons. 
 
14.00 Sabotage of trains. 
 
14.14 Confiscation of leather and fabric. 
 
14.18 Story of couple who escaped from Kovno ghetto. 
 
14.28 Different people hiding out in the forest. 
 
14.36 Relation of Ukranian partisans to Jews. 
 
14.53 Punititve action in Tanjuchi village. 
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14.59 Daily life in the forest. 
 
VI 
15.07 Production and consumption of alcohol. 
 
15.29 Honey taken from peasants. 
 
15.34 Discipline and punishments by partisans. 
 
15.39 His unit, under Alyasha sabotage trains. 
 
16.09 Vilnius brigade in the East Forest, Kovno brigade in the west Rudniki woods. 
Describes. 
 
16.48 Fight on Vilnius. Soviets arrested all the Poles. Ukranian partisans were brought 
to trial, as well as Lithuanian collaborators. 
 
16.53 Describes bombardment and siege of the forest. 
 
16.58 Got order to join Russians in conquest of Vilnius. Describes liberation of Vilnius 
and fate of his father. 
 
17.08 Partisans were ordered to reorganize the Lithuanian prison system. His unit was 
sent to the Lukishki jail. 
 
17.15 Describes release from partisans. First days. 
 
17.33 Describes his work in the prison. 
 
17.38 Describes gypsy group. 
 
17.40 Fall '44. His stae of mind. 
 
17.55 Volunteers to join Russian fighting unit at the front. He is wounded and later 
transferred to weapons repair factory in Kovno. 
 
VII 
18.12 Life and work in Kovno. Meets other Jews and plans to go to Palestine, the 
difficulties to do so. 
 
18.30 He loses his papers and volunteers to a Polish unit with the idea of getting to 
Poland from there to Palestine. 
 
18.38 March '45 he gets to Warsaw with his unit and absombs there. He goes by train to 
Bialistock and contancts the Jewish community. 
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18.52 Goes by train to Lublin and joins a group going to Palestine. Describes train ride 
to Galicia. 
 
19.02 Describe visit to Maidanek. 
 
19.05 Describes travel to Slovakia and Hungary. 
 
19.16 May '45 end of war. Gets papers as a returning Polish Jew. Gets to camp in 
Orademare, describes. 
 
19.30 Describes his trravels through Eastern Europe to Tervisio in Italy. 
 
19.41 describes life in DP camp. Meets Israelis. 
 
19.45 Gets to Metra camp and in Oct. '45 to Bari to camp 'Dror'. 
 
19.51 Killing of kapos by partisans. 
 
19.55 Talks about the 'Revenge' group. 
 
20.04 Describes camp "Dror". 
 
20.17 Describes 9 day boat ride, arriving in Palestine Oct. '46. 
 
20.32 Absorption in Israel. 
 
20.42 Difficulties entering Israeli society. 
 
20.50 Two trips back to Vilnius. 
 
20.54 Raising children. 
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